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Questions and Answers?
1) What is the price of the study?
-

2700eur/year

2) When is a last deadline for paying tuition fees for one academic year?
-

August, but sooner you pay the sooner you will get the study confirmation needed for visa.
Remember that for visa you need also accommodation confirmation. Our official partner is
Indigo brilliant. When you make an agreement with them, we will issue you the confirmation.
They need to tell us that you are eligible for the confirmation /you paid for it/. Students of 2nd
and 3rd year do not need it if they are in Prague. You can find a different accommodation
provider, but we must receive the confirmation that you will be accommodated there. This is the
new situation because before the university did not have to guarantee the accommodation.

3) What types of exams should I pass?
-

Nothing. We require only the experience letter

4) When the filing documents begins and when it ends in 2020-2021 year of study?
-

Application system should be open from November 2019

5) Should I know Czech language?
-

No

6) Entrance exams will be on which language?
-

English - the experience letter

7) Are lessons in English language?
-

Yes

8) What is the cost of education if I do not know Czech language? And what this cost will contain?
-

2700eur/year for studies

9) Does this university have a campus, where I could live?
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-

No, we have a contractor who provides accommodation for us

10) And what is approximate price of food, accommodation, education?
-

Food 100eur/month, accommodation 300eur/month

11) From which countries are most of university students?
-

All over the world

12) Do you have any 100 percent grants?
-

No

13) Is it hard to study in this university?
-

Depends to your capabilities and expectations. Average

14) If I apply to English taught program it means that I do not need proving knowledge of the Czech
language, right?
-

Yes, right.

15) So I do not need to take a foundation year, don't I? No.
-

No

16) Does the tourism program at VSO have practical internships during the study?
-

Yes, in 5th semester according to our study plan.

17) Can we change visa type to study visa?
-

Yes, but I suggest to have the nostification.

18) Can we get Czech language course, and we want study Czech language in the university, we heard
if we study by Czech language free tuition fee. is this right or no?
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-

Yes, you can study Czech language at our partner university actually located in the same building
as our university (https://www.vspp.cz/uchazeci/czv-praha/ ), but studies in Czech are free only at
public universities, not at private.

19) Can we work while learning?
-

Yes

20) It would be of great help, if you could assist me with the following details of the course: course
intake and course international recognition?
-

Yes All our study programmes, including Tourism, have accreditation by Czech ministry of
education and they have international recognition.
You can start to study in February or in September.

21) I paid for studies in Czech,but I changed my mind and I want to study a reputated program
Tourism in English. Can I pay remining amount and study Tourism in English?
-

Yes, you can pay more, but first you need to apply online and then we will send you the invoice.

22) What should I know about the accommodation during visa interview?
-

-

Phone number is needed on that accommodation confirmation and if the company is not the
owner, they need the approval from the owner that they can rent you the room - so this is the case
"podnajemce". The approval must be verified by the notary. If the owner gives the confirmation,
the notary validation is not necessary.
You must see pictures of the accommodation. During visa interview they will ask you a lot of
details about the accommodation - how many persons will be there, location, from owner or
another person, if you are there alone or not, how big is the accommodation - m2, about
payments, how is it equipped, etc.

23) As my parents will be paying for me, is it possible to add to agreement their bank details in
case of refund?
-

YES

24) When is a start day to study in VSO in field of study-Tourism in year 2021?
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-

You should have it in the plan included in the experience letter. It is 20st September. For
more information check dates at the end of our admission procedure published on our web.

25) Is the field of study -Tourism is completely filled for this academic year?
-

We are still receiving applications, but we have enough students who paid for studies. How
many will come to Prague and how many will start online studies depends on the visa
situation.

26) Is it going to be online education, because of the situation with COVID-19?
-

Both, in class and online. Online when we have at least 15 students willing to study online.
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